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Hair extensions have nowadays proven to be a big help to those who want their hair to appear long
as well as dense. Because all must know, they are associated with two types, viz. natural and
artificial. In some ways natural extensions are great, while in another ways, the synthetic types
score them over. The synthetic extensions, although are inexpensive and available in hoards of
colors and smoothness, cannot endure heat and thus cannot undergo processes, such as
straightening or even curling. While the natural extensions, can go through processing, although
they cost high. These organic extensions have different cultural origins, for example India, China,
Eastern Europe and Russia.

There are two ways in which you can prolong and thicken your hair along with artificial extensions,
viz. permanent and temporary.

The actual permanent Hair extensions lasts up to six months if they are utilized skillfully and brought
care of well. There are in turn various techniques to apply these extensions. There's a technique
known as hot blend bonding, in which heat is used to warm up the extensions and then they are
attached to the hair simply near the head. Same way, there is cold fusion bonding method too,
which is less harmful, because a adhesive fuses the actual extensions along with hair in it and not
warmth. Amongst both, cold blend is more expensive.

Another method is weaves and braided hair extensions in which wefts of the extensions are stitched
to the braids formed of your organic hair. These braids are created in horizontal line close to the
middle of the scalp and once they are completed, wefts are stitched and the organic hair is combed
over them so as to make them invisible. An additional technique is known as micro-looping. Here
actual or artificial hair is attached to small plastic material loops. Your natural hair is passed through
these loops.

The actual hair tend to be then taken toward the scalp and therefore are tied there. You can carry
on fine with them for six months, but they're even re-used. However, in spite of their own natural
look and longer duration, the actual permanent extensions bring in some difficulties as well. First of
all, they require a lot of maintenance and the cost of application as well as maintenance is very high.
The methods like warmth, glue, chemicals etc. can damage the hair, especially if they are
improperly applied or even maintained. Micro-looping reduces damage, albeit it has its own
disadvantages. Firstly, the loops can slip down as well as secondly, they are absolutely unadvisable
for fine locks, because they may uproot the hair effortlessly.

Due to the disadvantage of permanent extensions hair, clip-ins has become more preferable. These
types of temporary extensions cost nothing when compared to permanent ones and offer all kinds to
choose from. During these, the extensions are strands of hair attached to cut or strip of clips, which
can be clicked below natural hair in a way that the videos are not visible. These have grown to be
todayâ€™s trend due to the ease and comfort they provide of self-application, added with low cost,
which allows you to collect many of them and use another one for every event. Again you have a
wide choice of synthetic hair extensions amongst all of them. The best quality among the synthetic
extensions is mono-fiber or even monofilament.

For high quality hair extensions you can simply log on to: http://www.brzhair.com
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